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1 Glossary

Term Abbreviation Definition

additional capacity A short term slot purchase, slot sale, or 
slot swap on a voyage segment with a 
partner who has a valid agreement on 
the particular line.

ad-hoc capacity A short-term slot purchase, slot sale, or 
slot swap with a partner, who has no 
valid agreement on the particular line. 
In such a case, an agreement process 
(including rate maintenance) needs to 
be completed before granting slot on a 
vessel. Ad-hoc capacity is maintained in 
a declared capacity table attached to 
the partnership agreement.

alternate voyage number AVN A user-defined number that is used to 
identify a voyage on the port-call level.

barge The cargo-carrying vehicle used by in
land water carriers or for discharging of 
vessels. Basic barges have open tops, 
but there are covered barges for both 
dry and liquid cargoes.

bay The section of the vessel in which con
tainers are held.

bay plan BP A plan that shows the stowage position 
of each container on a vessel. This can 
be a representation of what is actually 
on a vessel at a point in time (for exam
ple, departure from a port) or a projec
tion of what will be on the vessel after 
all cargo is discharged and loaded at a 
port call.

berth The area in a terminal where vessels are 
docked for cargo handling purposes.

berthing date BD The date that a vessel arrives at the 
berth.
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Term Abbreviation Definition

berthing plan BP A plan for when a vessel will be at a 
berth in a terminal (as identified by the 
arrival and the departure times for the 
berthing) and the duration needed for 
the cargo handling stevedoring opera
tions including the time needed to han
dle breakbulk cargo.

berthing terms A condition of carriage whereby the 
cargo is shipped under a rate that in
cludes the cost from the end of the 
ship’s tackle at the port of loading to 
the end of ship’s tackle at the port of 
discharge. The costs for loading and un
loading the cargo are borne by the car
rier.

berthing prospect The proposed dates and times that a 
vessel will arrive at and depart from a 
berth. The berthing prospect is pro
posed by the local agent and agreed 
with the line that operates the vessel 
and the terminal that the vessel will 
berth at.

berthing window The time between when a vessel could 
arrive at a berth and when it must de
part from the berth.

best route A route on a transport lane, it is the low
est cost mode of transport (MOT) op
tion taking into account any business 
rules such as customer preference, 
commodity restrictions, and so on. For 
example, 20ST Le Havre – Paris could 
be done by truck at 100€, by rail at 
80€, or by barge at 70€. In this case, 
the best route for a 20ST Le Havre – 
Paris – 20ft is by barge.

booking BKG A cargo commitment made to a carrier 
by a shipper.
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Term Abbreviation Definition

brand company A reflection of the trademark under 
which maritime freight services are of
fered to a customer. The brand com
pany is neither a legal nor a financial en
tity; it is simply identified by its trade
mark and logo. A brand company be
longs to a single shipping company, but 
can be sold on behalf of one or several 
carriers (or financial companies), which 
issue their own bills of lading.

bunker The fuel purchased and used aboard 
the ship. The bunker consumption cal
culation is based on the first-in first-out 
rule.

bunker surcharge An extra charge to compensate for the 
fluctuating cost of fuel that can be 
added to freight charges. The term for 
this charge is fuel adjustment factor 
(FAF) or bunker adjustment factor 
(BAF).

cabotage The transport of goods between two lo
cations within the same country. It 
commonly refers to coast-wise or inter-
coastal navigation or trade. Many na
tions, including the United States, have 
cabotage laws that require national flag 
vessels to provide domestic interport 
services.
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Term Abbreviation Definition

call An event in which a means of transport 
such as a vessel, train, or truck makes a 
stop. One call is related to a single voy
age for maritime journey. A stop can be 
as follows:

● At a port terminal, for loading and 
discharging operations on vessel

● At a port terminal, for technical 
reasons (such as bunker filling, re
pair, and so on)

● Before a canal, waiting for the con
voy

● At a ramp, for loading and dis
charging operations on train

● At a depot or door, for loading and 
discharging operations on truck

The stop before a port, while waiting for 
a free quay, is not considered as a call.

cargo flow allocation The actual update of the commercial al
location granted to an agent, and meas
ured while the cargo is loaded. When 
the cargo flow allocation reflecting the 
actual cargo that has been loaded, or 
when it oversizes or downsizes the ini
tial commercial allocation, then this al
location may be readjusted at port level. 
Cargo flow allocation is measured ei
ther in twenty-foot equivalent units 
(TEUs) or in tonnage.

cargo handling at location CHL A view used to identify units of cargo 
and the related services at a certain lo
cation in terms of the duration of stay, 
free days, indicator for import, export, 
or transshipment, and information re
garding ownership and responsibility.
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cargo handling instructions The specific instructions regarding the 
provision of a cargo handling service for 
a specific unit of cargo. For example, re
garding how it is stored in the yard, how 
it is stowed on the vessel, or what to do 
with the container when it is discharged 
from a vessel. Cargo handling instruc
tions can be general such that they ap
ply to an entire trip, or can be specific to 
a location or service provider.

cargo handling list A list of the cargo that contains, either 
the cargo to be loaded, or the cargo to 
be discharged, or the cargo to be re
stowed at a location.

cargo ranking score A calculated value, based on a set of 
commercial rules, it indicates the im
portance of a specific booking or unit of 
cargo. The cargo ranking score is used 
to select the most important cargo 
when there is a restriction on the provi
sion of services. For example, when 
there is more cargo planned to be 
loaded onto a vessel at a port call than 
there is capacity on the vessel to carry 
that cargo.

cargo unit trip plan CU trip plan A plan that is created when the booking 
(forwarding order) is set to confirmed. 
Upon creation of the trip plan, for each 
call in the route of cargo, the required 
activities are instantiated and the exe
cution of activities can start.

carrier capacity The sum total of net agreed capacity, 
as-used additional if any, and ad-hoc 
capacity, exclusive of vessel operator 
adjustments and partner adjustments 
(whenever applicable), and inclusive of 
the merits or demerits whenever appli
cable.

carrier operational capacity The final capacity considered at execut
able schedule level for a carrier, includ
ing vessel operator and partner adjust
ments.
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Term Abbreviation Definition

carrier-owned container COC A shipment in which the container 
(equipment) owner and carrier are the 
same company. That is, the company 
that owns the container books space on 
the company’s own vessel.

charter party C/P The charter contract between charterer 
and owner of a vessel, with standard 
terms and additional clauses to specify 
special conditions. Three types of char
ter parties should be distinguished: 
Voyage, Time, and Bareboat Charter 
party.

charter vessel charter VSL A vessel that is hired or freighted by one 
or more merchants for a particular voy
age or time. It is freighted by a special 
contract of affreightment, executed be
tween the owners, ship’s husband, or 
master on the one hand, and the mer
chants on the other hand.

commercial allocation A commercial target measured in terms 
of containers, tons, or refrigeration 
plugs to be booked on a voyage. It is 
split by trades and agents for a carrier 
with a goal to match the target and with 
confirmed bookings. The intent is to en
sure the optimum utilization of the ves
sel capacity.

commercial voyage number CVN A unique, user-defined number that is 
used to identify a voyage on the bound 
level. The CVN contains information 
about the voyage such as the bound, 
line ID, and carrier.

container depot A location where equipment is stored 
and equipment moves take place.

crane gang A group of workmen who operate 
cranes. In the context of port call opera
tions, a crane is operated by a single, 
dedicated gang per shift.
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Term Abbreviation Definition

crane plan A plan used to allow the maintenance of 
details regarding the cranes required 
and agreed to operate on a vessel for a 
port call, and the recording of details of 
the cranes that were provided and how 
they performed during that port call.

crane split file A graphical view of how cranes are as
signed to operate a vessel that is pro
duced from MACS3. It shows the bays 
that each crane will work, by timeframe, 
during a vessel’s call at a port. Each 
split includes the volume of loads and 
discharges expected to be performed 
by each crane and by each timeframe.

cut A status for a booking (and its corre
sponding cargo) in a load list for a ves
sel’s port call. It indicates that the cargo 
will not be loaded as planned, and 
therefore should be renominated to be 
loaded onto another vessel.

Cut and Run A situation when a line or an order from 
the authorities’ terminal or partner de
cides to go without finishing the plan
ned operations (most often loading but 
can be discharge as well). Cut and run 
being a policy, the vessel sails at the an
nounced time of departure irrespective 
of the outcome. Possible reasons for 
cut and run can be as follows:

● To maintain the time schedule
● Because operations should termi

nate (for example, end of windows, 
no shift or gang is booked, or prior
ity to another line or vessel)
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cycle A group of legs for an item of equip
ment that begins when the transporta
tion of the container is sold to a cus
tomer and ends just before the trans
portation of the container is sold to an
other customer. A cycle is composed of 
a commercial cycle and, in most cases 
an empty cycle (the exception occurs 
when one transportation begins at a 
pool location that is the end point for 
another transportation). A commercial 
cycle is comprised of the following 
stages:

● (E) Export
● (T) Transit: maritime part of the 

journey
● (I) Import

An empty cycle is comprised of the fol
lowing stages:

● (T) Transit: maritime part of the 
journey

● (M) Empty inland

During the empty cycle, the equipment 
can be charged and discharged many 
times on different legs.

deadfreight agreement An agreement to sell capacity either in 
twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) or 
in weight, on a used or unused basis at 
an agreed rate, and for a minimum de
fined period of time.

deadweight DWT A measure in tonnage of how much 
weight a ship is carrying or can safely 
carry; it does not include the weight of 
the ship. Deadweight is the sum of the 
weights of cargo, fuel, fresh water, bal
last water, provisions, passengers, and 
crew.

deadweight cargo A long ton of cargo that can be stowed 
in less than 40 cubic feet.
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departure bay plan The confirmed plan of the cargo that is 
stowed on a vessel after it has departed 
from a specific port. The plan shows 
which container is in each slot (bay, 
row, and tier) on a vessel.

depot A location designated by the carrier 
where empty containers are kept in 
stock and are received from or deliv
ered to the container operators, ship
pers, and consignees. It corresponds to 
a location role in a trip plan.

discharge To lift containers and cargo off a vessel 
at a port call.

discharge instructions The special handling instructions re
lated to the discharge of cargo from a 
vessel, it identifies how the cargo will be 
transported after it has been dis
charged from a vessel. Discharge in
structions usually identify the means of 
onward transportation (for example, 
vessel, rail, or truck), the service pro
vider (for example, vessel or rail opera
tor), and any specific identifiers (for ex
ample, service and voyage number).

discharge list The list of cargo or containers to be dis
charged from a vessel at a port call.

displacement The weight of a volume of water equal 
to the underwater volume of a ship’s 
hull, expressed in tons.

diversion A change made by the carrier either in 
the route of a shipment in transit (re
consignment) or of the entire ship. 
When referring to a customer request 
to change the port of discharge or place 
of delivery for a specific booking or 
cargo, a diversion is called a change of 
destination (CoD).
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dock A cargo handling area parallel to the 
shoreline where a shipping vessel nor
mally berths. Alternatively, for land 
transportation, a loading or unloading 
platform at an industrial location or car
rier terminal.

draft The vertical distance between the wa
terline and the bottom of the keel of a 
vessel.

dwell time A key performance indicator (KPI) that 
is used to measure the number of days 
of activity (max flow) covered by stock 
in a specific area or zone (city, country 
or Continent). The formula is as follows: 
Empty dwell time = Empty stock * num
ber of days of the period / max flow 
(imbalance import or export)

empty back loading swap capacity An agreement between two carriers to 
exchange capacity for empty container 
only on the different maritime services 
each one operates. One vessel operator 
grants a capacity to its partner on the 
vessels it operates, and is granted a ca
pacity on the vessels operated by its 
partner in return.

empty container depot The location where the empty contain
ers are stored and released to the cus
tomers for the confirmed bookings.

end of sea passage EOSP The date and time when the vessel ar
rives at pilot station or anchorage area 
or waiting area of a port.

estimated time of availability ETA The time when a tractor or partner car
rier is available for dispatch.

estimated time of berthing ETB The scheduled time at which a vessel is 
supposed to reach and touch the dock 
at the port of arrival (berth).
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estimated time of leaving ETL The scheduled time at which a vessel is 
supposed to leave the dock at the port 
of departure (unberth). For operational 
reasons, this scheduled time is subject 
to change.

executable schedule The most recent detailed schedule, in 
terms of dates and times for planned 
events, of where and when a vessel will 
be, and the operational activities that 
will take place for that vessel.

filling factor (TEU) fTEU The actual filling of a capacity at a se
lected port of call. The filling factor in 
TEU (expressed in %) can be computed 
for each operator having a capacity on 
the vessel, or globally for the vessel.

 Note
There are several units of measure
ment (UoM) to calculate the filling 
factor, as follows:

● TEU: Filling factor TEU (fTEU)
● TEU ton: Filling factor TON 

(fTon)
● TEU: Filling factor PLUGS 

(fPlug)

filling factor (weight) fTon The actual filling of a capacity at a se
lected port of call. The filling factor in 
regards to the weight capacity can be 
computed for each operator having a 
capacity on the vessel, or globally for 
the vessel. There are several units of 
measurement (UoM) to calculate the 
filling factor, as follows:

● TEU: Filling factor TEU (fTEU)
● TEU ton: Filling factor TON (fTon)
● TEU: Filling factor PLUGS (fPlug)
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filling factor TEU service fTEU service The percentage for a given call that rep
resents the actual filling of a vessel in 
relation to the agreed pool allocation. 
The filling factor can be computed for 
each operator having a pool allocation 
on the vessel, or globally for the vessel. 
There are several formulae to calculate 
the filling factor depending on the unit 
of measurement (UoM), as follows:

● TEU: Filling factor TEU (fTEU)
● TEU Service (specific conversion of 

40” High cube container and 45” 
container, depending on each line 
constraint and pool negotiation): 
Filling Factor TEU Service (fTEU 
Service)

● TEU ton: Filling factor TON (fTon)

final discharge list The final list containing all containers 
planned for discharge at a port call.

final load list The final order for load operations, it is 
used, along with the Remain on Board 
List, to carry out the prestow.

final place of delivery FPD The location where the customer takes 
control of the cargo, as specified in the 
booking. It is also the place where the 
shipping company’s responsibility for 
cargo transportation ends. When the 
shipping company is responsible for im
port intermodal transportation (carrier 
haulage responsibility), then the final 
place of delivery (FPD) is the place 
where the cargo is delivered by an inter
modal mode of transport. When the 
consignee is responsible for import in
termodal transportation (merchant 
haulage responsibility), then the FPD is 
the port where cargo has been dis
charged.

final port of discharge FPoD The last port at which the cargo will be 
discharged from a vessel.
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financial voyage A concept used to analytically split 
costs and revenues between several 
business units when a bill of lading has 
more than one corporate voyage. The fi-
nancial voyage is the one that takes into 
account the bill of lading revenue. In re
turn, the financial voyage pays the 
other corporate voyages contributing in 
the bill of lading journey.

finish with engine FWE The date and time when the main en
gine of a vessel is stopped in a way that 
it can be started again only with ad
vanced notice.

first sea port FSP The first sea port on a journey leg of a 
bill of lading, where the shipment has 
been loaded on a vessel (mother or 
feeder).

fixed cost A type of expense that does not vary 
with the level of activity. Certain fixed 
costs such as terminal leases, rent, and 
property taxes, are incurred even when 
no cargo is carried.

floating crane A crane mounted on a barge or pon
toon, which can be towed or is self-pro
pelled to where a vessel is berthed, and 
which is able to lift heavy cargo that 
cannot be handled by gantry cranes, or 
can lift cargo into a position on a vessel 
that cannot be reached by landside 
cranes.

force majeure The title of a common clause in con
tracts, exempting the parties for non-
fulfillment of their obligations as a re
sult of conditions beyond their control. 
For example, earthquakes, floods, or 
war.

freight The cargo carried or the charges for the 
carriage of goods.

freight invoice An itemized list of the goods shipped 
and the services rendered along with 
the relevant charges.
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freight manifest MAN See ocean freight booking.

freight manifest corrector A message detailing freight amend
ments, which must be sent to the port 
of discharge and the place of payment 
either by electronic data interchange 
(EDI) or by paper (if not EDI equipped).

freight rate The charge made by a shipping line for 
the transportation of cargo aboard one 
of its ships from one place to another.

freight remaining on board FROB The cargo that is loaded in a port and is 
intended for discharge in another port 
but remains aboard of the vessel during 
current port of call.

gantry crane A crane that has a frame structure 
raised on side supports, so as to span 
over a vessel, which can lift containers 
from the quay up, over the side of the 
vessel, and place them directly on 
board of the vessel. Gantry cranes are 
fixed to a dock and move horizontally 
on a rail or pair of rails.

gate The access point to a facility (for exam
ple, a terminal, a container yard, or a 
rail ramp) where containers and cargo 
are checked in to and out of the facility. 
Gates can be staffed by clerks or check
ers or can be automated.

gooseneck The front rails of a chassis that raise 
above the plane of the chassis and en
gage in the tunnel of a container leading 
to the connection to a tractor.

hatch The opening in the deck of a vessel that 
gives access to the cargo hold.
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hatch cover A removable deck level structure (usu
ally made of steel and spanning multi
ple tiers) that seals a bay on a vessel to 
prevent water from entering the bay. 
Hatch covers generally have mounting 
points so that containers can be se
cured to them above the deck. The 
hatch cover for a bay must be removed 
from the vessel to access the contain
ers that are in the bay under the deck.

haulage The carriage of cargo or containers full 
or empty between named locations by a 
truck.

haulage responsibility flag An indicator that specifies whether car
rier haulage or merchant haulage ap
plies in a booking.

hazardous and dangerous goods HAZMAT Any solids, liquids, or gases that can 
harm people, other living organisms, 
property, or the environment. They are 
often subject to chemical regulations. 
In the United States and sometimes in 
Canada, dangerous goods are more 
commonly known as hazardous materi
als,

heavy lift H/L A single commodity exceeding the ca
pacity of normal loading equipment and 
requiring special equipment and rigging 
methods for handling. Pieces of cargo 
weighing in excess of 8,960 lbs 
(4036kg) are normally categorized as a 
heavy lift.

high cube container HC A shipping container 40’ in length and 
9’ 6” in height.

vessel hold The space below the deck of a vessel 
used to carry cargo.

on hold To keep a container at a location for 
regulatory, commercial, or customer-
specified reasons.
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in gate The status of equipment when it is in a 
recognized facility. It can also refer to 
the physical entry gate at a terminal.

inland haulage IHL The movement of cargo from a port of 
discharge to an inland destination (hub 
or final) or vice versa to a port of load
ing (POL).

inland hub A town (represented by a point code) 
where intermodal ramps are available.

inland point The locations, different than Port or In
land Hub, associated to any inland 
transportation stage. Inland points are 
defined at city level.

inland point to ramp The movement term used if a bill of lad
ing (B/L) or booking is given to, or from, 
a ramp that the customer is responsible 
for local trucking.

inland route The trip that is planned for an inland 
transportation either to or from a port, 
or to or from a ramp. The inland route 
includes the various non-ocean modes 
of transport.

last sea port LSP The trip plan maritime stage represent
ing the last sea port in the journey legs 
of a bill of lading where the shipment is 
discharged from the vessel (mother or 
feeder). It is also referred to as port of 
discharge (POD).

lease A contract by which one party gives an
other party the use of equipment such 
as containers, for a specified period of 
time in return for fixed, periodic pay
ments.

lessee The company that rents equipment 
from its owner.

lessor The owner who leases equipment to an
other company.
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lift-on lift-off charges LOLO A transfer charge that is made for con
tainers handed over to or received from 
merchants at carrier’s container yards.

line study A schedule proforma that includes the 
date and time, port call sequence, ves
sel or vessel class, segmentation, cargo 
intake, bunker plan, slot costs, and 
transit times. The line study is used for 
analysis purposes prior to being used 
for executable voyage generation.

line-haul The transportation of cargo between 
two major cities or ports.

liner A vessel sailing between specified ports 
on a regular basis.

liner shipping company A company transporting cargo over sea 
as regular services.

liner terms A condition of carriage according to 
which the costs for loading and unload
ing are borne by the carrier.

load list A list of the containers to be loaded on a 
vessel at a port.

load ratio The ratio of loaded miles to empty 
miles.

loading confirmation LCO A report sent to customers informing 
them of the sailing of the vessel and the 
details of their containers on board.

local cargo A consignment delivered to the carrier 
from an origin in the local area or a con
signment delivered from the carrier to a 
destination in the local area.

local drayage The movement of a cargo unit typically 
by truck, rail, or barge between two ter
minals at a port when doing a trans
shipment. The term is also used when 
doing the same type of movement be
tween a terminal and a ramp (rail or 
barge).
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long leg A cargo loading strictly between the 
first area port and the last area port and 
discharging after last area port. Note: 
Usually loading and discharging are in 
different continents.

lost slots The capacity adjacent to out of gauge 
(OOG) cargo that cannot be used due 
to the oversized nature of OOG cargo. It 
prevents cargo from being placed into 
one or more of the adjacent slots. For 
example, those above over-height 
cargo, or those to the left if over size 
left, and those to the left and above if 
over size left and over height.

Mafi trailer A port equipment which is used to han
dle the loading or unloading of contain
ers or all kinds of conventional cargo 
(such as parcels, pallets, and so on) be
tween the terminal roll-on-roll-off 
(RORO) vessels.

maneuvering in MI The time a vessel takes to go from pilot 
on board (POB) to berth.

maneuvering out MO The time a vessel takes to go from berth 
to pilot off (PO).

maritime service The regular rotation of a group of ves
sels that serves a number of ports ac
cording to a predefined schedule. A 
maritime service is under the responsi
bility of a line (as an organization).

matchback MB The matching of a full import container 
to an export booking (of same size and 
type) using one transport order without 
having any depot in or out moves. Also 
referred to as triangulation in SAP TM.

milestone An event that occurs at a critical time 
and defines the status of the trip plan. It 
corresponds to trip plan stages such as 
inland or maritime stages.
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net to vessel NTV The yield towards the contribution to 
fixed expenses. It is the freight revenue 
minus variable costs.

nominal capacity The measure of maximum potential 
container capacity of a vessel.

nominate To specify a container on a load list that 
is sent to the regulatory bodies and the 
terminal. Based on this nomination, 
cargo is usually placed in a specific po
sition within a terminal so that it is read
ily accessible when loading the cargo to 
that vessel.

non-operational reefer NOR A refrigerated container that is being 
used as standard, dry container (with 
refrigeration machinery turned off).

non-operational reefer flag NOR flag An indicator that tracks the usage of a 
refrigerated container. When the flag is 
Y, it means that the reefer is not refri
gerated and is being used as a regular 
container for operational reasons.

non-standard cargo handling NSCH The cargo handling services that are 
only provided due to the nature of the 
cargo and the customer’s require
ments. Non-standard cargo handling 
can be required due to the dimensions 
of cargo, break-bulk cargo, commodi
ties (such as dangerous goods or refri
gerated cargo), or for specific customer 
requirements such as detention in 
transit or change of destination.
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ocean freight booking OFB A document in which the export agent 
lists all of the charges payable for the 
carriage of goods, as defined in the 
booking. These charges can either be 
payable to the agent or to the shipping 
company, depending on the charge 
type. The freight manifest includes the 
following information:

● Net Ocean Freight (NOF) (ocean 
freight minus the forwarding agent 
commission)

● Forwarding Agent Commission 
(FAC)

● Basic Ocean Freight (BOF)
● Container and Terminal Handling 

Charges (THC) at the port of load
ing

● Any freight or equipment sur
charges (currency adjustment fac
tor, bunker adjustment factor, 
open top container, and so on)

● Gross Ocean Freight (GOF) (BOF, 
THC, and any freight or equipment 
surcharges)

● Pre-carriage (export inland and 
feedering transportation costs)

● On-carriage (import inland and 
feedering transportation costs)

● Local taxes (bill of lading fee, 
primage tax (in Turkey), and so on)

● Advance charges for account of 
shipper

● Gross Through Freight (GTF) (GOF, 
pre-carriage, on-carriage, local 
taxes, advance charges for account 
of shipper (These amounts are dif
ferentiated if prepaid or collected.)

If the freight charges are to be col
lected, then it is mandatory that the 
place of payment is also stated in the 
freight manifest.
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off-dock container yard ODCY A container yard that is not at the ter
minal and therefore, which is away from 
loading or discharge operations on ves
sels.

off-hire To return a transportation resource, for 
example, a container, to the lessor at 
the end of a lease.

operational voyage A journey operated by sea, with an iden
tifying code that is equivalent to the 
schedule voyage code assigned to the 
vessel the cargo has been loaded or 
transshipped on.

operations time ops time The time gap between the start and the 
end of vessel operations.

operations window The period of time at a port call (be
tween arrival at berth and departure 
from berth) for stevedoring activities to 
take place during the vessel’s call at a 
port.

operator The party responsible for the opera
tional management of premises or 
equipment such as warehouses, termi
nals, and vessels.

out gate The status of equipment when it is not 
in a recognized facility. It can also refer 
to the physical exit gate at a terminal.

over, short, or damaged OS&D A report lodged by the recipient of a 
shipment, together with a claim, to the 
carrier of the shipment. It details the 
items that have been received over-
shipped, short-shipped, or in an unsat
isfactory or damaged condition.

over height cargo OH cargo A cargo that exceeds the standard 
height of a container or flat rack.

over landed cargo A cargo that has been taken beyond the 
intended port of discharge. It includes 
cargo discharged in excess (not at the 
right place), and unexpected.
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over length at front OLF A cargo that exceeds the standard 
length of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD) due to being too long at the 
front.

over length at rear OLR A cargo that exceeds the standard 
length of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD) due to being too long at the 
rear.

over length cargo A cargo that exceeds the standard 
length of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD).

over the road limitations OTRL A state or country road regulations for 
the maximum weight limit allowed per 
truckload or axles.

over width cargo A cargo that exceeds the standard 
width of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD).

over width on the left OWL A cargo that exceeds the standard 
width of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD) due to being too wide on 
the left.

over width on the right OWR A cargo that exceeds the standard 
width of a flat rack or artificial tween 
deck (ATD) due to being too wide on 
the right.

overcarrier A carrier within a consortium who car
ries cargo beyond the allotted share.

port call report PCR A report issued by an agency after a 
vessel leaves a port; it describes the op
erational details of the call.

port of call A port where a ship docks to discharge 
or load cargo.

port of exit The place where the cargo is loaded 
and leaves a country.

port service charge PSC The charges levied by port authorities 
for the special services rendered by 
them.
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port time The total time spent by a vessel in a 
particular port. It includes the maneu
vering in (MI) time, the maneuvering 
out (MO) time, the operations time, and 
the waiting time.

positioning The transport of equipment or contain
ers from a depot to a shipper’s prem
ises or from a consignee’s premises; 
usually used to mean empty position
ing. Logistics can position empty con
tainers strategically to restock a depot 
or to a terminal for loading on a vessel.

pre-carriage The transport of cargo by a mode of 
transport from the place of receipt to 
the port of loading that is planned by In
termodal.

pre-carrier The carrier that moves the cargo from 
the point of origin to the port of loading.

prestow The preparation of a stowage plan (in 
the form of a vessel bay plan) that is 
sent to a terminal. It indicates where 
the containers to be loaded at a port 
call should be placed, taking into ac
count the containers already on board 
that will not be discharged. The Prestow 
Plan is essential to manage weight dis
tribution and where the hazardous, 
reefer, out of gauge (OOG), and break-
bulk units are placed so as to maximize 
the capacity utilization and filling factor.

quay The part of a wharf intended for the 
mooring of vessels.

reefer cargo A cargo that requires a temperature-
controlled container.

renomination To nominate a container to be loaded 
on a vessel or voyage after it was previ
ously nominated to be loaded on a dif
ferent vessel or voyage. Renomination 
takes place as a result of replanning the 
trip for a container.
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resource An item of equipment such as a con
tainer, a chassis, or a genset.

return cargo A cargo that is to be returned to the 
original place of receipt.

roll To move cargo from its planned voyage 
to the next sailing of the service based 
on the priority of the cargo.

rolling floor A flat frame with rolling devices used to 
stuff containers.

rotation The sequence in which a vessel calls at 
the ports on the schedule.

rotation type The sequence of directions for the 
schedules associated with a service, for 
example, South – North, East – West, 
and so on.

round trip A voyage to a certain port or country 
and back again.

routing instruction RI A commercial offer of transportation 
between a port of loading (POL) and a 
port of discharge (POD). Routing in
structions represent line instructions to 
agents and are preferred solutions to be 
presented to customers. Routing in
structions support routing finder solu
tion calculation.
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route generator An application programming interface 
(API) that provides a set of ranked 
route proposals from a specific source 
location to a specific destination loca
tion for the following:

● A product catalog
● A booking
● A trip plan replan

The route generator reads network 
master data such as Transportation 
Management (TM) schedules, schedule 
management ocean schedules, trans
portation lanes, and transportation re
sources, and provides route proposals 
that can incorporate any restrictions in
dicated by the user. These routes are 
then passed to the calling app (for ex
ample, product catalog, booking, or trip 
replanning) in the SAP Fiori launchpad. 
The calling application then takes over 
the next steps.

service order A document such as purchase order, or 
service order for a transport or freight 
order. It is the legal, contractual docu
ment (following the internal document 
such as a purchase requisition or re
quest) transmitted to the supplier to 
formalize and describe the need for 
services or goods. This document is 
composed of one or several lines, where 
each item has a description, a price, a 
delivery location, an associated quan
tity and, where applicable the re
quested delivery date.

ship operator The shipowner or the person legally re
sponsible for the de-facto management 
of a vessel and its crew.

ship to quay to ship SQS A restow activity where the cargo is 
lifted from its current stowage position 
on a vessel and immediately placed in a 
new stowage position on the vessel 
moving the cargo to the thru quay.
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ship to ship SS A restow activity where the cargo is 
lifted from its current stowage position 
on a vessel and immediately placed in a 
new stowage position on the vessel 
without moving the cargo to the quay.

short landed The cargo that was not discharged at 
the location (forecasted location) as 
mentioned in the route. It was dis
charged in a port earlier in the port se
quence of the vessel by mistake.

short sea service A shipping service that operates along 
coasts and to and from islands (not 
across oceans).

side loader A lift truck that is fitted with lifting at
tachments that operate to one side for 
handling containers.

side-door container A container fitted with a rear door and a 
minimum of one side door.

slot The space on board a vessel, required 
by one 20’ or one 40’ container.

spot voyage An irregular voyage for a vessel that 
was not created based on one of the 
standard routes for a service.

storage STO To store the container at a location such 
as a terminal or an off-dock storage lo
cation. This results in the incurring of 
storage charges.

stowage The placing and securing of cargo or 
containers on board a vessel, or the 
placing and securing of cargo in a con
tainer.

stowage position The position of a container on a cellular 
vessel, which is defined by a six-figure 
code in the format BBCCTT, as follows:

● BB: Indicates the bay reference
● CC: Indicates the stack ( row) ref

erence
● TT: Indicates the tier reference
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terminal service provider TSP A supplier that provides cargo handling 
services at a terminal.

third party allocation A key performance indicator (KPI) that 
measures the portion of the total allo
cation of a vessel operator that is swap
ped (Swap Agreement) and sold (Dead
freight Agreement) to third party pool 
operators (both Intragroup Pool Opera
tors and non Intragroup Pool Opera
tors). It is measured either in twenty-
foot equivalent units (TEU) or in ton
nage.

third party carrier A transportation organization outside of 
the carrier’s own organization or corpo
rate organization. It is a vendor in prin
ciple.

third party feeder 3PF A vessel operated by a third party and 
used to take cargo from a smaller port 
to a port served by a main line service, 
or from a main port to a smaller one.

tier A horizontal division of a bay on a ves
sel, which is used, along with the row, to 
indicate the stowage position of a con
tainer in the bay.

tonnage The total weight or amount of cargo ex
pressed in tons.

tonnage pool agreement TP An arrangement in which two or more 
companies share the capacity and 
costs of one or more vessels in a serv
ice as per predefined shares for a mini
mum predefined period. The vessel is 
either chartered out from the market or 
is taken from one of the company’s 
fleet. Each vessel operator remains re
sponsible for its own marketing, sales, 
and pricing policy and also for its own 
accounting.

transshipment list A list of the containers that are being 
transferred from one vessel to another 
vessel at a port.
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unberthing date UD The date that a vessel leaves its berth.

vessel operations The details relating to the day-to-day 
activities of the vessel. The standar
dized operations reported by the ship’s 
master include Daily report, Terminal 
Departure report, Arrival report, and 
Sulphur Emission Control Area report.

vessel operator The person, entity, or organization re
sponsible for all of the operational ac
tivities relating to the vessel. This may 
include maintenance (maintenance is 
sometimes taken into account by the 
Vessel Owner according the Charter 
Party agreement), sailing, loading, and 
discharge operations. Note that the 
vessel operator of a vessel is not neces
sarily the vessel owner of the vessel.

vessel operator adjustments The necessary adjustments by the 
space manager to modulate the vessel 
intake to adjust the capacity (number of 
twenty-foot equivalent units). For exam
ple, when the 40ST/40HC split is not fa
vorable to maximized stowage or when 
the heavy hazardous 20 footers on 
deck may impact the stability, and such 
others.

vessel owner The entity, corporation, or organization 
that legally and financially owns a ves
sel. Note that the vessel owner is not 
necessarily a maritime company.

vessel sharing agreement VSA An agreement in which two or more car
riers agree to share capacity or tonnage 
on the regular maritime services they 
operate. A vessel operator grants allo
cations to its partner carriers (pool op
erators) on the vessels it operates. In 
return, the vessel operator is granted 
an allocation on the vessels operated by 
its partners.

voyage number A unique identifier for a voyage of a ves
sel on a specific schedule.
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voyage reports on board VRB The onboard software component of a 
global information system, which is 
used to gather and to transmit the data 
collected during vessel operations and 
navigation.

voyage reports on shore VRS The shore based part of the vessel re
porting system, which is used to vali
date the data received from onboard 
the vessel. The vessel reporting system 
analyzes the operational and naviga
tional information received from the 
vessels using voyage reports.

zone A grouping of data from both a geo
graphical perspective and an organiza
tional perspective. A zone is a geo
graphical area that can serve different 
purposes, including logistics, commer
cial, inland rates, and dispatch zones 
(intermodal). It can also be defined as a 
cluster of several pool locations. There 
is no restriction for the definition of a 
zone, but to propose a consistent frame 
for developing, improving, and piloting 
the business.

zone of discharge ZOD The zone of the last sea port (LSP).

zone of final destination ZFD The zone associated with the final place 
of delivery (FPD). In most cases, the 
port of discharge (POD) and FPD are in 
the same zone; it is, however, possible 
for the POD and FPD to be in different 
zones. For example, containers could be 
discharged in the North-China Zone, 
whereas their FPD is in Center-China.

zone of loading ZOL The zone of the first sea port (FSP).

zone of origin ZOO The zone of the point of origin.
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This sections provides a history of revisions made to this document.

 Note
The latest version of this document is available at https://help.sap.com/tm_csl_l2a_s4hana.

Version Status Date Comment

1812 Released to Customer 2018-12-14 First Version
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Important Disclaimers and Legal Information

Hyperlinks
Some links are classified by an icon and/or a mouseover text. These links provide additional information.
About the icons:

● Links with the icon : You are entering a Web site that is not hosted by SAP. By using such links, you agree (unless expressly stated otherwise in your 
agreements with SAP) to this:

● The content of the linked-to site is not SAP documentation. You may not infer any product claims against SAP based on this information.
● SAP does not agree or disagree with the content on the linked-to site, nor does SAP warrant the availability and correctness. SAP shall not be liable for any 

damages caused by the use of such content unless damages have been caused by SAP's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

● Links with the icon : You are leaving the documentation for that particular SAP product or service and are entering a SAP-hosted Web site. By using such 
links, you agree that (unless expressly stated otherwise in your agreements with SAP) you may not infer any product claims against SAP based on this 
information.

Beta and Other Experimental Features
Experimental features are not part of the officially delivered scope that SAP guarantees for future releases. This means that experimental features may be changed by 
SAP at any time for any reason without notice. Experimental features are not for productive use. You may not demonstrate, test, examine, evaluate or otherwise use 
the experimental features in a live operating environment or with data that has not been sufficiently backed up.
The purpose of experimental features is to get feedback early on, allowing customers and partners to influence the future product accordingly. By providing your 
feedback (e.g. in the SAP Community), you accept that intellectual property rights of the contributions or derivative works shall remain the exclusive property of SAP.

Example Code
Any software coding and/or code snippets are examples. They are not for productive use. The example code is only intended to better explain and visualize the syntax 
and phrasing rules. SAP does not warrant the correctness and completeness of the example code. SAP shall not be liable for errors or damages caused by the use of 
example code unless damages have been caused by SAP's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

Gender-Related Language
We try not to use gender-specific word forms and formulations. As appropriate for context and readability, SAP may use masculine word forms to refer to all genders.

Videos Hosted on External Platforms
Some videos may point to third-party video hosting platforms. SAP cannot guarantee the future availability of videos stored on these platforms. Furthermore, any 
advertisements or other content hosted on these platforms (for example, suggested videos or by navigating to other videos hosted on the same site), are not within 
the control or responsibility of SAP.
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